Dynamic properties of the vertical otolith neck reflexes in the alert cat.
Electromyographic activity of dorsal neck muscles elicited by sinusoidal vertical linear accelerations was studied in alert cats over a wide range of frequencies. Experiments were performed in head-fixed cats and total darkness in order to activate selectively the otolith system. The polyunitary EMG activity was recorded from splenius capitis muscles in normal and labyrinthectomized cats during vertical translations varying from 0.05-1 Hz with a fixed 290 mm peak-to-peak amplitude. The corresponding accelerations ranged from 0.003-1.2 g. In normal cats, the results showed a bilateral and sinusoidal modulation of the EMG activity characterized by two typical EMG patterns depending on the stimulus frequency. In the low-frequency range (0.05-0.25 Hz), the neck muscles responses were composed of a second harmonic (frequency double that of the input signal: H2 responses). The H2 pattern was characterized by an increase in EMG activity during both the upward and downward parts of translation. These two components of the H2 response were closely related to the two peak velocities (+90 degrees and -90 degrees) of the animal motion. Only slight decreases in amplitude and shifts in phase were observed when increasing the frequency. In the higher frequency range (0.25-1 Hz), the neck muscles response was composed of a fundamental frequency corresponding to the input signal (H1 response). The H1 pattern was in phase with the peak of downward acceleration at 0.25 Hz. A phase lag (up to 45 degrees) and a gain attenuation (16.5 dB) were observed when increasing the frequency. The two H1 and H2 EMG patterns were totally absent in bilateral vestibular neurectomized cats. In unilateral vestibular neurectomized cats, a strong drop in gain and phase advance was noted, which mainly affected the H1 pattern. The present results describe some characteristics of otolith-spinal reflexes acting on the head musculature during vertical motion. They are compared with the neuronal responses that we have recorded within the vestibular nuclei complex in the same experimental conditions. The functional role of the vertical otolith-neck reflexes in stabilizing the head in space during many real-life situations is discussed.